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1. Introduction

The next generation of communication networks, dubbed 6G, are expected to provide intelligent, secure, dependable, and limitless connectivity (Khan, Jamshed, et al., 2023), (Raza et al., 2022). 6G is expected to bring a full-fledged framework with integrated terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks for connected things and automation systems, ranging from autonomous cars to unmanned aerial vehicles, with stringent and diverse requirements for reliability, latency, data rate, and energy efficiency (Khowaja et al., 2023), (Khan, Ali, et al., 2023). Next generation
transportation systems play critical roles in various use cases and scenarios extending beyond 5G and 6G (Ahmed, Raza, et al., 2022), (Mahmood, Vu, et al., 2022). The deployment of self-driving cars will skyrocket in the coming decades (Khan, Ihsan, et al., 2022). Other 6G technologies which can be integrated into next-generation transportation systems include intelligent reflecting surfaces (Ihsan et al., 2022), backscatter communications (Khan, Lagunas, et al., 2022), cognitive radio (Khan, Abbas, et al., 2022), non-orthogonal multiple access (Khan et al., 2021), artificial intelligence/machine learning (Jameel et al., 2019), the Internet of things (Khan et al., 2020), and millimeter wave/terahertz frequencies (Rasheed et al., 2023). Recently, researchers in industry and academia have been actively investigating different problems related to next-generation transportation systems (Asif et al., 2023), (Ihsan et al., 2023).

Vehicle to everything communications has piqued the interest of both academia and industry in recent years (Ali, Khan, et al., 2021). Vehicle to everything encompasses a wide range of wireless technologies as a key enabler for intelligent transportation systems, including vehicle to vehicle communications, vehicle to infrastructure communications, and vehicle to pedestrian communications, as well as communications with vulnerable road users and cloud networks (Khan, Jamshed, et al., 2022), (Ahmed, Khan, et al., 2022). The grand vision is that vehicle to everything communications, enabled by 6G wireless systems will be an essential component of future connected autonomous vehicles (Khan et al., 2019), (Khan et al., 2021). Furthermore, Vehicle to everything communications will provide numerous far-reaching and game-changing benefits, including a completely new user experience, significant improvements in road safety and air quality, a diverse range of transportation applications and use cases, and numerous advanced applications (Ali, Farooq, et al., 2021), (Khan, Lagunas, Ali, et al., 2022). Next generation communications involve mobile edge computing (Mahmood et al., 2021), simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (Mahmood, Ahmed, et al., 2022), relay networks (Khan, 2019), heterogeneous networks (Khan, Li, et al., 2021), security and reliability (Hasan et al., 2023), device to device communications (Yu et al., 2021), green communication network (Mahmood et al., 2020), low powered sensors devices (Khan, Imtiaz, et al., 2021), cooperative communications (Ali et al., 2022), and satellite communications (Khan, Lagunas, Mahmood, Elhalawany, et al., 2022).

Finding K Nearest Neighbors problems have been investigated extensively in the spatial and temporal database community for the past couple of decades, in both Euclidian (Hautamäki et al., 2004), (Athitsos et al., 2005) and spatial network (Shahabi et al., 2002), (Jensen et al., 2003) variants. This results in important outcomes in fields such as data classification (Matke et al., 2023), POIs requires (Aljubayrin, He, et al., 2015) and urban planning (Jensen et al., 2003). In this paper, we focus on the spatial network variant and introduce a novel and interesting problem: finding Moving K-Nearest Neighbors with capacity constraints MKNNsCC query. In particular, given a road network
N, a set of n moving buses \( B = \{ b_1, b_2, b_3, \cdots b_n \} \) with the available passengers capacity \( bic \) for each bus, a broken-down bus \( bx \) with a number of passengers \( bxp \) who need to reach their destinations; find the optimal set of buses \( OpB = \{ OpB1, OpB2, OpB3 \cdots OpBn \} \) to travel to \( bx \) and transport its passengers to their destinations, where the total capacity of \( OpB \), \( OpBc = \{ OpB1c, OpB2c + OpB3c, \cdots OpBnc \} \geq bxp \) and the total travel time of the optimal set \( OpBt \) to reach \( bx \) is minimized, \( OpBt = \{ OpB1t, OpB2t, \cdots OpBnt \} \leq OpBmt = \{ OpB1t, OpB2t, \cdots OpBmt \} \) where \( OpBmt \) is any other possible set in \( B \). To better illustrate the MKNNsCC query, we would like to first distinguish it from the traditional Moving k Nearest Neighbor (MkNN) query as it is presented in Nutanong et al., (2009).

Specifically, the MkNN query is defined as a continuously moving object \( s \) in a road network \( N \), and a set of neighbor objects \( Nob = \{ Nob1, Nob2, Nob3, \cdots Nobn \} \) while the query objective is always to maintain the set of \( k \) objects, which are the closest to the query object \( x \). For example, when an ambulance driver always wants to maintain the five nearest available emergency departments to deliver a patient. Another example is when a delivery service driver always wants to keep track of a list of the three nearest petrol stations while moving around the suburbs (Khan, Jameel, et al., 2020). When looking for the \( k \) nearest neighbors, the MKNNsCC query takes into account the capacity constraint as an additional optimality dimension. This is the primary distinction between the MkNN query and the query that is presented in this paper. To be more specific, whereas the MKNN query will only find the \( k \) neighbors that are physically closest, our query will find the optimal set of neighbors by taking into account the capacity that is currently available for each neighbor (Petrescu-Mag et al., 2020). As a consequence of this, there is a chance that some of the neighbors who are closest to you will be eliminated due to their limited capacity. In the following example, we will explain how to use the MKNNsCC query (Jan et al., 2017).

![Motivating Example](image)

**Fig. 1.** Motivating Example

A sample of a road network is presented in Figure 1, along with several school buses that transport students to their respective villages. Each of the buses \( bi \) has two variables: the number
of passengers currently on the bus $b_{ip}$ and the available passenger capacity $b_{ic}$. When one of the buses breaks down, there is an immediate need to transport its passengers to their destinations using one or more of the other operating buses. Determining the best group of needed buses depends on two main factors: the group’s total available passenger capacity and the group’s total traveling time. For example, when the bus $b_1$, which is transporting 29 students $b_{1p}=29$, breaks down, we need to find one or more buses to transport the 29 passengers to their destinations.

The bus $b_2$ is very close to $b_1$, yet its available capacity $b_{2c}=10$, which is insufficient to transport the passengers of the broken bus $b_{1p}>b_{2c}$. Thus, we need to search for other buses in addition to $b_2$ to transport the broken bus passengers $b_{1p}$. Although, the bus $b_3$ is relatively close to $b_1$, it has a limited available passengers’ capacity $b_{3c}=5$. On the other hand, the bus $b_4$, which is quite further to $b_1$, has the advantage of a large capacity $b_{4c}=25$. Therefore, the optimal set of buses $O_{pB}$ to transport the passenger of $b_1$ are $b_2$ and $b_4$, $O_{pB} = \{b_2, b_4\}$.

It can be clearly seen from the example that determining the optimal set $O_{pB}$ does not only depend on the traveling time for each candidate to reach $b_1$, but it also considers the capacity. For instance, the buses $b_4$ and $b_5$ have the same available capacity $b_{4c} = b_{5c}=25$ yet, the bus $b_4$ is in the optimal set $b_4 \in O_{pB}$, while $b_5 \notin O_{pB}$ This is because the route $R_3$ from $b_4$ to $b_4$ is shorter than the route $R_1$ from $b_5$ to $b_5$. Another possible example where the MKNNsCC query can be helpful is when a delivery truck breaks down while delivering goods, the truck operating company can use the MKNNsCC query to find the optimal set of other delivery trucks within close range with a sufficient capacity to deliver the goods of the broken-down truck. We formulated the MKNNsCC query after being inspired by situations that were comparable to the examples that came before it.

To answer the query, we proposed an algorithm that is both effective and efficient, and we called it $Bus^*$. Finally, we used a real dataset to evaluate the algorithm’s effectiveness and performance. In this paper, we used an offline framework to pre-compute the travel time between any two points in the bus network. This technique is commonly used in the special and temporal database community, as discussed in (Huang et al., 2007). We indexed the road network into a spatial data structure, pre-computed the average traveling time between every two nodes, and stored the real traveling time for different time slots during the day. The name of the proposed $Bus^*$ algorithm is inspired by the well-known $A^*$ algorithm (Hart et al., 1968).

In general, the $Bus^*$ algorithm is based on creating a virtual fully connected weighted graph $G$, where the nodes are the locations of the buses at the query time. In $G$, we assume there is an edge between every two nodes, and the weight of all edges connected to a node is the traveling time from that node to the query node (e.g., the broken Bus). The $Bus^*$ algorithm starts as a basic best-first
search in G, where the search starts from the query node in all directions. The algorithm maintains a priority queue for the candidate set of discovered buses.

Whenever a new node is visited, we create new candidate sets based on the nodes’ edges and add them to the queue along with two significant variables, the total traveling time and the total passengers’ capacity of each candidate set (Sparrow, 2004). The candidate set with the lowest traveling time always starts the best-first search. The search stops once the needed capacity is reached and there are no other candidate sets with similar or better traveling times. The final returned candidate/s (e.g., if multiple sets of buses share the same traveling time) is the optimal set of buses OpB, where the order of the buses in the set is ineffective.

In this work, we present the following contribution: We introduce the MKNNsCC query, which has significant applications in our life. We proposed the novel Bus* algorithm to solve the MKNNsCC query and produce optimal results. We carried out extensive experiments to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of the Bus* algorithm, which shows high effective results and high performance compared to the baseline algorithm. The remainder of this paper is presented along these lines. Section 2 discusses the related work in Moving K-Nearest Neighbors (MKNNs) finding problems. Section 3 presents the preliminaries and defines the MKNNsCC query problem. In Section 4, we address the used solution framework and detail the Bus* algorithm and The experimental results are illustrated. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2. Theoretical Framework

In this section we introduce the Bus* algorithm, which solve the MKNNsCC query efficiently. The name of this algorithm is inspired by the well-known A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968), which can be described as an enhanced version of Dijkstra’s algorithm since it utilizes heuristics to lead the graph search. A* algorithm finds the shortest path between two nodes by exploring the most promising nodes starting from the source node. It also uses a priority queue to maintain all discovered nodes along with their shortest achieved paths. The search terminates ones the destination node is reached and there are no more promising nodes to explore. Similarly, the Bus* algorithm consists of two main stages: Bus* virtual graph creation stage and running the Bus* algorithm stage. In the first stage, we create a virtual fully connected graph where the nodes are the moving objects (buses) at the query time. In the second stage we run the Bus* algorithm, which uses a best-first searching technique, over the virtual graph until it terminates and returns the optimal set of buses.

**Bus* Virtual Graph Creation Stage**

In this stage we create a virtual fully connected graph G, where the nodes are the locations of all buses with at least one passenger possible capacity (bic > 1) in the road network at the query time. In G, we assume there is an edge between every two nodes and the weights of all edges connected
to a node are the travelling time from that node to the query node (e.g., the broken bus). The number
of edges in G heavily depends on the number of nodes, which are the buses in the road network.
The connectivity of G can be measured by \(n(n-1)\), where \(n\) is the number of nodes. The travelling
time between any bus \(b'\) in the road network and the broken bus \(b\) is not computed at the query
time, instead, we use the precomputed estimated time between the quadtree leaf node containing
\(b'\) and the other leaf node containing \(b\) as discussed in the network travel time estimation
framework.

For example, in Fig. 3, assume that \(b_1\) is the broken bus. First, we connect \(b_1\) with every other
bus \(\{b_2,b_3,b_4,b_5\}\). Next, we connect all the other buses \(\{b_2,b_3,b_4,b_5\}\) with each other by using
directed edges, hence, there are two edges between any pair of buses. In this graph, the weights of
all edges connected to a bus are similar and they are equal to the travelling time between that bus
and the broken bus. For example, the weight of all edges connected to \(b_2\) is 4, although the edge
connecting \(b_5\) with \(b_2\) seems longer than that connecting \(b_3\) with \(b_2\). In addition, the weight of the
two edges between a pair of buses is different, thus, they cannot be replaced with a single edge. For
instance, the weight of the edge from \(b_2\) to \(b_3\) is 4 while the weight of the edge from \(b_3\) to \(b_2\) is 6.

**Bus* Running Stage**

In this stage we introduce the term candidate set of buses \(CdB\), which consists of a chain of buses
and when completed can be returned as an answer to the MKNNsCC query. Each \(CdB\) is assigned
with two significant variables: (1) the candidate set total travelling time \(CdBt\) reaching the broken
bus and (2) the total passenger capacity of that candidate set \(CdBc\). In addition, we need to construct
a priority queue, where we add and prioritize the discovered candidate set of buses \(CdB\). The
priority of a candidate set is determined by its total travelling time \(CdBt\). The Bus* algorithm starts
as a basic best-first search in G, where the search starts from the query node towards all directions.
For each edge of a new visited bus, we create a new candidate set \(CdB\) along with its variables (\(CdBc,
CdBt\)) and add it to the priority queue as long as the set has not been added previously.

The candidate set with the lowest traveling time, \(CdBt\) always starts the best-first search and
new candidates are added to the priority queue. The last bus added to \(CdB\) is the one leads the \(CdB\)
expansion. This process keeps iterating until the total passenger capacity of a candidate set \(CdBc\)
reaches the needed capacity of the broken bus and there are no other candidate sets with similar
or better \(CdBt\). The final returned candidate/s (e.g., if there are multiple sets of buses sharing the
same traveling time) is the optimal set of buses \(OpB\). The order of buses in the \(OpB\) is insignificant
as they would move to the broken bus location simultaneously.
For example, in Fig. 3 each of the 4 buses connected to b1 creates a new candidate set such that CdB1 = b2, CdB2 = b3, CdB3 = b4, CdB4 = b5. Additionally, the CdBt and CdBc for each CdB can be extracted such that CdB1t = 4 and CdB1c = 10 as shown in the figure table. Next, we add the candidate sets to the priority queue, which sorts them based on their CdBt. Since none of the candidate sets total capacity CdBc meets the broken bus capacity b1p = 29, we need a new iteration. In the new iteration, the candidate b2 will be processed as it has the lowest CdBt = 4. As discussed above, the last added node to the candidate set is the one leading the set expansion, which applies to the node b2 in CdB{b2}, therefore, it leads the search and creates three new candidate sets CdB{b2,b3}, CdB{b2,b4} and CdB{b2,b5}.

This process keeps iterating till it meet two conditions: (1) there is a candidate set with CdBc that satisfies the query constraint such that CdBc ≥ b1p (2) there is no more unexpanded candidate set with CdBt that is similar or less than the best found candidate set so far. These two conditions apply on the candidate set CdB={b2,b3} since CdBc(35) ≥ b1p (29) and there is no unexpanded candidate sets with CdBt ≥ {b2,b3}t (12).

Therefore, the search terminates before it expands the candidate set CdB={b5} and any further candidate sets. As shown in the previous example, the main benefit of the Bus* algorithm is its ability to detect the lack of any further promising candidate set, thus, terminates the search before exploring the fully connected graph G. This results in more efficient process and effective results as will be demonstrated in Section V.

3. Method

Research finding K Nearest Neighbors’ problems have been an interesting area over the past few decades (Zhao et al., 2024). To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous attempt to investigate the problem of finding moving K-Nearest Neighbors problem with capacity constraints MKNNsCC. The previous related research can be categorized into two main categories: finding K nearest
neighbors in Euclidian space and finding K nearest neighbors in spatial networks. First, the majority of the existing studies have focused on finding K nearest neighbors in Euclidian space.

For example, the study in Lopac et al., (1986) focuses on the different dimensions of the object when finding the nearest neighbor. Other examples are the papers presented in (Li et al., 2014)-(Basu et al., 2015), which all use the data structure Quad-tree to best find the nearest neighbor. In addition, the work in Duch & Martinez, (2005), which studies the range nearest neighbor query, is another instance of the Euclidian space approach.

In particular, the authors define a set of points (range) in d dimensional space as an input, while the output is all nearest neighbors to the input range. A possible application of their query is to find all the nearest hotels to a particular park. All the previous studies are different from the MKNNsCC query. This is because they do not consider the neighbors’ capacity. Therefore, their solutions do not apply to the MKNNsCC query.

Next, we compare the second category of the related work, which finds K Nearest Neighbors in spatial networks, with the MKNNsCC query. The work in Shahabi et al., (2002) proves that the Euclidian distance metric cannot be directly applied to find KNNs in spatial networks as it returns inaccurate results. Instead, they convert a road network into high dimensional space and apply the Euclidian metrics to find the KNNs objects. The problem investigated in Shen et al., (2017) is similar to the previous work; nevertheless, they introduce a new index called V-tree to search the road network for KNNs efficiently.

The problem definition in the previous two works differs from our problem definition as we consider the capacity constraint. Another research related to this paper is Zheng & Su, (2014), where the authors utilize a non-parametric algorithm to forecast the value of a road network. In specific, they use the KNNs state vectors of a query state vector to forecast its traffic status in the short-term future. Their approach requires extensive and representative data for an accurate result. Again, the previous problem differs from ours as we are not interested in forecasting the road network; instead, we focus on finding the KNNs with capacity constraints.

In addition, the work in Tianyang et al., (2019) studies finding the KNN object in a road network while considering the direction of the NNs as a data quality constraint. They proposed an algorithm based on an R-tree index to eliminate the non promising NNs based on their direction. Although their work is based on a constraint, it is not the capacity constraint as in our query MKNNsCC. Thus, their solution is inapplicable to our problem. The most related research to our query is the work in Wang et al., (2018) where the author's study location the ideal dynamic interaction locations for multiple moving objects optimization problems. For example, when a group of friends from
different work locations wants to find the optimal point to meet for a ride-sharing to a party (Assegaff & Pranoto, 2020).

Another example is when a group of friends wants to find the optimal POI (e.g., café) to meet while each of them is on her way home. The optimality of the chosen point is regarding the travel cost of all moving objects towards the meetup point while considering the road network constraints such as traffic conditions, road closure, weather, or the constraints of the moving object such as the continuous trip of each object is shown in the second example.

They proposed five methods and a constraint-based geoprocessing framework to tackle this problem. Although the previous study considers some constraints on a road network, it is different from than MKNNsCCproblem; thus, their solution is inapplicable to our query. This is because our query results in an optimal set of moving objects while they aim to find an optimal location for a set of moving objects. Moreover, our query takes the constraint of the moving object into account while the constraints in their problem are within the road network.

Table 1. FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MKNNsCC</td>
<td>Moving K-Nearest Neighbors with capacity constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Road network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Set of moving buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bc</td>
<td>Bus available capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bfull</td>
<td>Bus full capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bt</td>
<td>Travel time to reach the broken-down bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bp</td>
<td>Number of a bus passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdB</td>
<td>Candidate set of buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdBc</td>
<td>Total capacity of a candidate set of buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdBt</td>
<td>Total travel time of an optimal set of buses to reach the broken-down bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpB</td>
<td>Optimal set of buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpBc</td>
<td>Total capacity of an optimal set of buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpBt</td>
<td>Total travel time of an optimal set of buses to reach the broken-down bus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the presentation of the formalization of the MKNNsCC query and the introduction of the baseline algorithm, we will then proceed to the presentation of the framework that is used to estimate the travel time. The most common notations are outlined in the table that is referenced as Table 1.

**Problem Definition**

Given a weighted road network N, a set of n moving school buses B = {b1,b2,b3,...,bn} where each bus has a different passengers capacity. We denote a bus current available capacity with bic and it is based on the bus full capacity biFull and the number of onboard passengers bip, such that bic = biFull – bip. Let bx be a broken-down school bus with a number of passengers denoted as bxp who need to reach their destination. For example, in Figure 3 assume the broken-down bus is b1
and the driver of b1 called the nearest bus b2 to immediately travel to the breakdown location and transport b1 stuck passengers b1p to their villages. As shown in the figure, the number of the broken-down bus passengers b1p=29 and the capacity of the rescue bus b2c=10, thus, the immediate nearest neighbor bus is not always the best solution.

In addition, a single rescue bus might not be sufficient to solve the problem. To find a valid candidate bus b or a candidate set of busses B to rescue b1 we need a total capacity of at least 29 passengers. Moreover, adding the second nearest neighbor to b1 which is b3 to b2 does not form a candidate set of busses and does not answer the query as b2c + b3c < b1p. On the other hand, adding b5 to b2 creates a valid candidate set of busses as b2c + b5c > b1p. However, the set B = {b2,b5} is not necessarily the optimal set as there can be another set e.g., B = {b2,b4} which also satisfies the constrain B2c ≥ b1p and its total travel time to reach b1; B2t –b2t+b4t is shorter and the total travel time of B1 such that B2t < B1t. Therefore, the optimal set of buses OpB to transport the passenger of b1 are b2 and b4 and OpB = {b2,b4}.

**Definition 1 Moving K-Nearest Neighbors with Capacity Constraints MKNNsCC Query:** Given a road network N, a broken-down bus bx with a number of passengers bxp, a set of n moving buses B = {b1,b2,…,bn} with different capacities bic, the MKNNsCC query finds the optimal set of buses OpB = {OpB1,OpB2,…,OpBn} ∈ B to travel to bx, where the total capacity of OpB, OpBc = {OpB1c + OpBc2 + …+OpBcn} ≥ bxp and the total travel time of the optimal set OpBt to reach bx is minimized OpBt = {OpB1t,OpB2t,…,OpBnt} ≤ OpBmt = {OpB1t,OpB2t,…,OpBmt} where OpBm is any other possible set in B, i.e., ∀OpBm,OpBnc ≤ OpBmVOpBnt < OpBm. Based on the above problem definition, a naïve solution would be first to find all possible busses combinations B in B excluding bx and compute the total capacity Bc and total travel time Bt for each combination B. Next, we eliminate the combinations with a total capacity that is less than the broken bus number of passengers e.g Bc < bxp. Finally, we sort the remaining combinations ascendingly based on the travel time of each combination Bt to find the combination per second with the lowest travel time to be the optimal set per sec OpB. The issue with the above discussed naïve solution is that it is inefficient in terms of the time consumed to process the MKNNsCC query. In addition, the complexity of this solution is O(2n) where n is the number of busses.

**Network Travel Cost Estimation Framework**

Using the Euclidian distance to estimate the travelling time in road network and find the nearest moving objects is an imprecise measurement (Shahabi et al., 2002),(Jensen et al., 2003)-(Aljubayrin, Qi, et al., 2015). In addition, using the abstract weight of the road network segments (e.g., distance) might not be always accurate (Aljubayrin, He, et al., 2015). This is because short edges can be congested or have lower speed limit. For instance, in the motivating example, we assumed the time of travelling between b2 and b1 is less than that of travelling from b3 to b1, this
is because R2 is shorter than R4. On the other hand, calculating the exact travel time between the broken down bus and other busses at query time is timely expensive.

Accordingly, we used a cost estimation framework to compute the travel cost on the road network when processing a MKNNsCC query. The framework is based on precomputing and storing the cost between different geographical zones in the road network and retrieving the stored cost at the query time. Splitting the road network into multiple geographical zones can be performed with the assistance of any spatial data structure (e.g., Quadtrees, Octrees, R-trees). In this paper, we used the quadtree, which is two-dimensional data structure generally used in image processing and spatial indexing (Shahabi et al., 2002).

The straightforward method to index a road network using a quadtree is to index the network vertices in the leaves of the quadtree based on the desired density level. Next, we precompute and store the travel time between every pair of leaf nodes to use it at the query time. However, since most of the road network used in this paper is composed of large road segments (e.g., rural roads connecting villages), it might not be efficient to only rely on the network vertices. This is because the point of indexing the network is to precompute and store the estimated travel time between any two points, which is not achieved when indexing the vertices of rural road network.

Therefore, we solve this problem by adding new network vertices on large road segments. Our implementation starts by defining a maximum segment cost variable SEGMax, which defines if a road segment requires an extra vertex. When the segment cost is larger than that of SEGMax we add a new vertex halfway the cost of the segment. After balancing the road network by adding all required vertices, we index the road network vertices into the leave nodes based on the desired density level. Next, we compute and store the time of travelling between every pair of vertices in the road network using any best first search algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959).

![Fig. 3. Road Network Indexing with Quadtree](image)

For example, in Figure 2, first we add the network new vertices whenever a segment cost exceeded the variable SEGMax, such as the segment [V(1),V2], which needed to be divided three
times. Next, we index the network vertices into the quadtree leaves based on the desired vertices density (e.g., 2). Finally, we run Dijkstra's algorithm from every vertex in the network to find and store the average travel time between every pair of leaves. In order to obtain the travel cost between a pair of buses at the MKNNsCC query processing time, we retrieve the average travel time between the quadtree leaf nodes containing the buses.

The processing time and memory cost of precomputing and storing this framework is extremely sensitive to the maximum density of quadtree nodes. Nevertheless, as the framework is precomputed offline, the processing time should not be a concern. Additionally, the memory cost of storing the precomputed average travel time between the quadtree leaves can be tolerated when choosing the suitable density level at the leaves. As will be displayed in Section 5 of this research, the less vertices we store at each quadtree leaf, the more precise travel time we obtain.

Moreover, the less the value of the variable SEGMax, the more density level needed as well as the more accurate results we achieve. Since we are using a dynamic road network with changing traffic conditions throughout the day, we can build this framework based on the buses historical data at different time slots of during the day. a) Baseline Algorithm: In the baseline algorithm, we used the above cost estimation framework to estimate the cost between any pair of buses. Next, we find every possible combination of buses with possible capacity (bic > 1) excluding the query bus. In addition, the maximum number of the combination set must not be greater than the broken bus number of passengers CdB ≤ bxp. Then, we sort the combination based on their total travel cost to the query bus. Finally, we pick the combination with the lowest cost as long as its total passenger capacity is equal or more than that of the query bus.

4. Result and Discussion

Framework Evaluation

In this section we investigate the performance of both travel cost estimation framework and the Bus\(^*\) algorithm in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. We performed our experiments on a desktop PC with 32GB RAM and a 3.8GHz Intel\(^®\) Core™ i7 CPU. The size of the page is 4K bytes. We used the GPS data of a group of 114 buses operated by Shaqra University during a period of over 8 months. The average number of GPS points per bus is 653742.

The University uses these busses to transport some students from their villages towards the university main campuses back and forth. We also used the road network of GCC States extracted from Open Street Map with over 18 million vertices. However, we extracted the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the area covered by the buses and used it for the experiments. We adjust the experiments parameters such as the maximum length of a network edge, the number of vertices in
the Quadtree leaf nodes, the buses occupancy and density on the road network to obtain a deep understanding of the framework and algorithm performance.

In each of the following experiments, we detail the different settings. As demonstrated in Section 3.2, the main goal of using the framework is to avoid the expensive computing of real travel cost on the road network at the query time. Therefore, the framework retrieves the precomputed estimate travel cost between a pair of buses based on the historical data. In order to rely on this framework, we need to evaluate its performance through the following experiments.

Fig. 4. This figure shows that increasing the number of reflecting elements of the IRS improves the secrecy capacity of the system.

Fig. 5. This figure shows that increasing the number of reflecting elements of the IRS improves the secrecy capacity of the system.

Fig. 6. This figure shows that increasing the number of reflecting elements of the IRS improves the secrecy capacity of the system.
Fig. 7. This figure shows that increasing the number of reflecting elements of the IRS improves the secrecy capacity of the system.

Framework running time: Fig 8 illustrates the increase of the framework construction time while we vary the Quadtree density level from 0.0001% to 0.00001%. This is because the less dense the leaf nodes, the more nodes required, thus, the more time demanded to construct the framework. At the least density level, the required time is around 1 hour, which is acceptable as the framework is constructed offline.

Framework Construction: As detailed at the framework implementation section, indexing the vertices of rural road network into the quadtree might not be effective to estimate the travel time between any two points on the road network. Thus, we need the maximum segment cost variable SEGmax, which decides when to add a new vertex. Road network vertices number: the number of vertices in the road network is highly affected by the variable SEGmax. This is because the smaller the value of SEGmax, the more vertices we need to add to the road network. Fig 4 illustrates the increase of the number of road network vertices as the value of the variable SEGmax decreases from 8KM to 1 KM. As can be seen the number of extra needed vertices increases from 50000 vertices when SEGmax=8km to 400000 vertices when SEGmax=1km.

This is well justified knowing most of the vertices are located within major cities, thus the average distance between them is usually less than SEGmax. Framework memory cost: the purpose of utilizing the framework is to store the pre-computed travel time between the Quadtree leaf nodes. Therefore, the number of needed values to store is n2, where n is the number of Quadrees.
nodes. Fig 5 illustrates the required space to store the framework while varying the road network vertices density level at the Quadtree nodes from 0.0001% to 0.00001% of total number of vertices in the network, while we fix the value of SEGmax to 2km.

It can be seen from the figure that, when the density level decreases, when need more nodes in the framework, thus, the memory cost increases. The framework requires around 300 MB to be stored when the density level is 0.00001% which is considered a very low memory consumption. On the other hand, in Fig6 we evaluated the memory consumption while fixing the density level to 0.00003% and changing the value of SEGmax from 8 KM to 1KM. As shown in the figure, the less the value of SEGmax the more memory the framework consumes. Nevertheless, the variation in the value of SEGmax does not majorly affect the memory consumption as discussed in the prior experiment.

**Bus* Evaluation**

Since both the baseline and Bus* algorithms are using the same framework and accurately answer the MKNNsCC query, there is no need to compare their accuracy. However, in this section we will compare their performance. The Number of processed candidate sets: As discussed in Section 4, the novelty of and Bus* relied on its ability to terminates after processing small number of possible candidates. Fig 8 illustrates the average number of candidate sets processed for a random 100 query. It can be clearly seen that Bus* only need to process less than 5% of the sets processed by the baseline algorithm when the number of passengers of the broken bus is less than 5 (bix ≤ 5). However, as bix reaches 20, Bus* processes less than 1% of the sets processed by the baseline algorithm.

![Bus* Running Stage](image)

Processing Time: As can be seen from Fig 9 the average time needed for Bus* to process the MKNNsCC query is significantly less than that of the baseline algorithm. For example, when (bix ≤ 5), Bus* in average takes a few seconds to process the MKNNsCC query, while the base line algorithm takes around an hour. However, when (bix ≤ 20) Bus* in average takes 30 minutes while the baseline algorithm could not finish even after 24 hours.
5. Conclusion

In this work, we defined a new problem the MKNNsCC query, which finds the k nearest neighbors while considering the capacity constraint. We utilized a road network cost estimation framework based on Quadtree indexing. We also proposed a novel A* inherited algorithm named Bus*, which solves the MKNNsCC query efficiently. The Bus* algorithm is run over a virtual fully connected graph connecting all candidate objects in the network with extraordinary edges. The main advantage of this algorithm is its ability to terminate the search for the optimal set of buses when there is no further promising set. As shown in the experiments section, the Bus* algorithm showed efficient performance as well as effective results when evaluated over real dataset. Furthermore, by designing the path for the low-power Adhoc network, its effectiveness can be further examined in future work. This work can be modified in several ways. For example, some enabling technologies such intelligent reflecting surfaces can be integrated to further enhance the system performance. Moreover, learning techniques and algorithm can also be adopted in our future studies.
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